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TO OUR PARTNERS AND CUSTOMERS
Looking back at 2004, I realise that this year

OCLC PICA

has again had

a very busy year after the fundamental changes in the period before.

documentation and catalogue system (Su doc) . They both use our
systems and provide us with valuable feedback, ideas and requests.

I am pleased to report that on top of further increased revenues

In addition, advisory organisations such as

and finding two new partners,

Systems Committee) in the

OCLC PICA

has taken shape as a more

international, professional and market-oriented organisation.

UK, SURF

JISC

Uoint Information

Foundation (higher education

and research partnership organisation for network services and
information and communications technology) and

LIIS

(advisory body

for national information infrastructure), both in the Netherlands,
play an important role in our keeping up with the market, users and

PARTNERSHIPS

developments - systematically as well as technologically.
For

OCLC PICA,

working together with partners is essential. In 2004,

we further enhanced our partnerships with the National Library of
Australia to build our

CBS

as their next generation system for the

Therefore, these forms of cooperation are highly beneficial to our
aim to further improve our customer service. So we will keep looking for more opportunities to establish such affiliations.

Australian National Bibliographic Database. Although Australia is not

Another form of teamwork can be seen in the expanded cooperation

originally in our operational region, the attraction from both sides

with Strata Preservation in The Hague. This joint venture of

was so strong that this partnership was almost inevitable. You can find

and Koninklijke Bibliotheek (60% - 40%) was established in 2002 for

out how it works on page 18 of this publication.

the preservation of precious documents through microfilming and

OCLC

In the same story, our other new partner of 2004 is featured:

digitisation. In 2003, OCLC

Bibliotheksservice-Zentrum Baden-Wurttemberg.Just like the

sales and marketing of Strata Preservation's services, and that role

National Library of Australia, this organisation that offers services

has been extended in 2004 to administrative support.The Strata

PICA

took responsibility for international

for libraries, archives and museums in the south of Germany has

Preservation portfolio is an excellent addition to the

teamed up with us to build a central library system for its customers.

offerings and vice versa; both organisations have the same target

Our existing partners are equally important to us .Working together

group.This opens up many opportunities.

OCLC PICA

with Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund (GBV), Die Deutsche Bibliothek (DDB) and Hessisches Bibliotheksinformationssystem (Hebis)
- all based in Germany - enables us to be as close as possible to our
users in Germany and to sell

CBS, LBS

in this important country. One of our main strengths is that we share
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SYSTEMS

and other systems and services
Our development activities of 2004 resulted in a number of new

our source code with these partners, which encourages product

releases and updates of our existing products. For our central library

development together.

system,

We have strong ties with a variety of other organisations that help

compliant, which we have done in a way that sets it apart from most

us to serve our customers. Examples are the

other systems: in addition to data export,

UKB

(Dutch Associa-

CBS ,

a lot of hard work was invested to make it Unicode
OCLC PICA

also offers

tion of the thirteen University Libraries, the National Library of the

Unicode data input, online as well as offline (in the feature section

Netherlands and the Library of the Royal Dutch Academy of Science)

on page 14 you can read more detailed information on this achieve-

and the institution

ment). The result, CBS 3.0, will be in production in 2005 as the

ABES,

that supplies access to the French university

Statistics
GGC:

Searches

The number of
the

GGC

GGC

searches has increased considerably in 2004.This indicates that also

is used more for discovery. Another important factor in this growth is maintenance.

Especially academic libraries often use Visual Basic scripts for semi-on line handling of large
numbers of updates.

implementation of such a system is a major project for

OCLC PICA,

Internally and externally this set-up works better for focus ing on

our partners and customers.

the various product phases and product or service groups, and helps

Of equal significance to us is the progress we made with our local

further improve the quality and service level.

library system

LBS4

that helps libraries manage their operations

Parallel to the

more effectively with its impressive functionality and productivity
features . One of the new additions in

2004

was the exchange option

in the Acquisition module . Also offering a hosted version of

LBS4

ITC

operations, the Product Management team works

on strategies, plans and specific projects. It also cooperates closely
to

with Sales as well as

OCLC

Dublin to streamline the product mix ,

remove duplication of services and platforms, and providing a clearer

our customers is a notable extension of the possibilities.The first

message to the market.

customer to use its

The Sales department manages

the Dutch
LBS

HAN

LBS4

version hosted in our Leiden offices was

(Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen). A number of

users migrated to

LBS4,

like Die Deutsche Bibliothek in Frankfurt

am Main (Germany), the University of Groningen , Fontys Hogeschool

OCLC PICA

accounts per region:

Netherlands, Germany+ , United Kingdom & Southern Africa, Northern Europe, Southern Europe. A local presence has proven important
and by this model we can think centrally and act locally.

(Tilburg) and Peace Palace (The Hague) in the Netherlands. Other

Further professionalisation of our staff departments has resulted

important updates and enhancements were new vers ions of PiCarta

in more efficient and effective operations to bette r tie together all

- the

OCLC PICA

integrated search, request and alerting facility for

Dutch users - and of

PSI,

our extremely fast search and index engine.

We are pleased to see that the number of

GGC/ Ncc

(Dutch union

three

OCLC PICA

offices in Leiden, Birmingham and Paris.We will

continue enhancing our organisation in order to become more
professional and to increase customer satisfaction. We will do so by

catalogue) searches is still growing strongly. Also, the number of

attracting, developing and retaining the best people to cultivate a high

new

performance culture.

GGC/ Ncc

records showed a strong increase over

2004, which

included a substantial amount of non-book materials. End-user
searches in PiCa rta and the
finally, in

2004,

OBN

present a rising trend as well. And

the number of searches from our regions in WorldCat

FINANCES

has grown.
Following our restructuring, 2004 was the year in which we bu ilt
on momentum and increased our revenues. OCLC

PICA

was able

to improve revenues to € 17.5 million. We also managed to keep

ORGANISATION

expenditures firmly under control.
OCLC PICA

introduced its new organisational structu re in

2003 -

with

the three main units Information Technology Centre (ITC), Product
Management and Sales, in addition to the staff departments - which
has gained a firmer foothold in
The five

ITC

GOVERNANCE AND ADVISORY BOARDS

2004.

departm ents follow the stages that product develop-

Our Supervisory Board has remained unchanged so we can still

ment goes through: System Architecture, Development, Test & QA,

benefit from the outstanding experience and expertise that bring us

Implementation, and Operations & Support with the Service Desk.

Board membe rs Joris van Bergen, Deputy Chairman of the Board of
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2004
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Governors for Leiden University and Chairman of the SURF Foundation . Jay Jordan, 0CLC President and Chief Executive Officer, and
Rick Schwieterman , 0CLCVice President and Chief Financial Officer.
In January 2004, 0CLC PICA delegate Wim van Drimmelen, Directory
General of the National Library of the Netherlands , and Dianne Man ,
Deputy University Librarian of the University of Witwatersrand
(South Africa), completed their 0CLC Members Council term .We
are very grateful for their service on the Council representing our
region and especially for bringing a global perspective to the

The Supervisory Board of OCLC PICA B. v.
from le~ to right: Joris van Bergen (Chairman, Stichting Pica),
Jay Jordan (Member, OCLC Inc.), Rick Schwieterman (Member, OCLC Inc.)
A

meetings. They were succeeded by Berndt Dugal I of Stadt- und
Universitatsbibliothek Frankfurt am Main (Germany) and Alex Klugkist
of University Library Groningen (Netherlands). 0CLC PICA delegate
Chris Bailey of University of Glasgow Library (UK) and alternate
delegate Norma Read of the University of Cape Town (South Africa)
stayed on.
This year also saw the birth of a Strategic Advisory Board, to provide
the 0CLC PICA General Management Team with advice and direction
on key issues impacting our customers and to provide upstream
input to our strategic planning process. Its initial members are the
0CLC PICA Members Council delegates. More about the background
of this Strategic Advisory Board can be found in the Feature chapter
(page 14).

LOOKING AHEAD

0CLC PICA will continue its efforts to become a more international ,
professional and market-oriented organisation.We will focus on
developing and providing central systems and local systems so that
we can continue to play a key role in the library infrastructure. This

The General Management Team of OCLC PICA B. V.
from le~ to right: Rein van Charldorp (Managing Director), Rob Stricker
(Manager Finance), Dorien Hoomon (Company Secretary), Theo Doreleijers
(Senior Product Manager), Stephan van Reisen (Manager ITC)
A
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will be used as a platform

to

which more products and services can

be added.
Acquisition and strategic alliances, as well as partnerships with
organisations like SURF and JISC , are key in the further expansion

Statistics
GGC:

Processed publications

The number of added holdings has not been this low recently. Possibly the rising trend
we saw earlier is on its return now. After the large batch uploads of last year, on behalf of
the public libraries, such activities have not been repeated in 2004: also this has its effect
on the numbers.

of 0CLC PICA.The special relationship with the Stichting Pica
to manage the Dutch infrastructure will be maintained.
Markets and regions will continue to be developed systematically.
Our main markets are still in Europe and Southern Africa, and in
2005 we will invest more time in exploring countries in Eastern
Europe. Australia has a special position as it falls outside Europe.
We will work in close cooperation with 0CLC to deliver the
required services.
0CLC PICA will keep acting as a catalyst for increased European
resource sharing through the linking of union catalogues and ILL
systems. In close collaboration with 0CLC we will further optimise
the synergies in product development, content, marketing and infrastructure between our organisations.
At the same time we will keep analyzing evolving trends in the wider
European cultural , leisure and educational environments in order
to continue offering the best possible solutions to our partners and
customers. Development of a business-like membership for European
libraries will continue in 2005. And we will take steps to bring the
training and education of our products and services to an even higher
level.
Libraries have a lot to look forward to, with new ways of finding,
retrieving and consuming information , and new methods of storing
and preserving information. I believe in sharing resources and
linking systems to continue helping libraries serve people. 0CLC PICA
is working hard to contribute to those developments - amongst
others by taking full advantage of the 0CLC/ 0CLC PICA synergy, by
cooperating with our partners and by listening to our customers . The
0CLC PICA management team , staff and I thank you for inspiring us.

Dr. Rein van Charldorp

MBA, June

2005
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2004

1,058,984

200 3

1 ,1 82 , 26 0

200 2

1,100, 263

2001

1,128 , 205

Statistics
GGC:

New titles online

The number of new records has increased substantially, contrary to the number of holdings
added. Both university and public libraries have entered a large quantity of non-book materials
(manuscripts, audiovisual media, cd-roms, etc .).

YEAR IN REVIEVV
> The National Library of Australia selects OCLC PICA co build

Cat and ArcicleFirst reference databases - as pare of a new, three-year

its next generation system for the Australian National Bibliographic

group services agreement between OCLC PICA and Sabinec. Group

Database and Kinecica, the Internee-based service for Australian

Services lees consortia package any combination of OCLC services co

libraries and their users . (see page 18 for full story).

create a custom solution for their libraries. (photo 2)

> The redesigned acquisitions, lending and serials management

> The British Nursing Index debuts on the OCLC FirscSearch

modules of OCLC PICA's new.Web-based LBS4 local library system

service.The new database is compiled by the libraries at Bournemouth

debut at the University of Groningen. Scaff at Groningen University

University, Poole Hospital NHS Trust, Salisbury Health Care NHS Trust

Library helped develop and refine with new modules through a

and the Royal College of Nursing. le provides extensive and up-to-date

three-month pilot. (photo I)

coverage of all major English language,

UK

nursing and midwifery

journals, as well as articles from medical , health management and
> Koninklijke Bibliocheek, the National Library of the Netherlands,

and OCLC PICA begin a joint project co create a new, central database
of Dutch history.The collaboration involves merging records from
four databases co give libraries and their users a streamlined way co
index and search Dutch history books and periodicals.
> s1s1s lnformacionssysceme Grr.bH and OCLC PICA partner co

optimize and expand support services co public libraries within
the Benelux. Under the new agreement, OCLC PICA will provide
customer support co libraries using SunRise, the s1s1s local library
system, in the Netherlands and Belgium.
> A new, more powerful version of Publiekwijzer debuts that is

integrated with Krancenbank, a full text database of newspapers in
the Netherlands, and PiCarca, OCLC PICA's multi material database.
A simpler, redesigned interface makes searching books, magazine
articles, newspaper stories and ocher materials transparent co users.
> Fontys Hogeschool purchases more than 500 Neclibrary eBooks

as pare of its e-resource strategy.
> The library community of South Africa receives unlimited use of

OCLC cataloguing and resource sharing services - as well as World-

2004

541,449

200 3

46 2 ,16 8

20 02

432 , 375

20 01

429,9 34

I\

photo I, University of Groningen.
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new service is a locally branded, customized version of QuestionPoint, OCLC PICA's worldwide virtual reference service used by

1,000 libraries in 19 countries.
> Strata Preservation N.V., a joint venture of OCLC and the National

Library of the Netherlands, digitizes the letters, notebooks and drawings of the Gaudier-Brzeska Collection at the University of Essex.
The project was arranged by OCLC PICA and done on-site at the
Albert Sloman Library on the Essex campus.

> The Consorce de Biblioteques de Catalunya, a consortium of
11 Spanish libraries, purchases I, I00 eBooks from Netlibrary for
the Digital Library of Catalunya.

" photo 2, staff Sabinet.

> Six university libraries in the HEALLink Consortium purchase both

an individual and a shared collection from Netlibrary to maximize
their access to eBook content. The participating libraries are:
< photo 3,

Aristotle University ofThessaloniki, University of Patras, University

Mr. Reiner Diedrich,
Director of GBV(r.) and
Rein van Charldorp (/.).

of Thessaly, University of loannina,Athens University of Business and
Economics and the Technical Education Institute of Crete .
> The Ecole Superieure de Commerce de Grenoble is the first

French academic library to purchase Netlibrary eBooks.

> Bibliotheksservice-Zentrum Baden-Wurttemberg (ssz) becomes
the fourth German organisation to use the OCLC PICA Central
Library System (css) for online cataloguing and end-user services
allied health journals that are relevant to nurses and midwives. BNI

(see page 20 for full story).

contains more than 80,000 records from 1993 to the present and is
updated monthly.

> GBV also becomes the first in Europe to subscribe to unlimited

> The People's Network Online Enquiry Service, a 24/7 digital refer-

ware. (photo 3)

usage of CONTENTdm, ocLc's Digital Collection Management softence desk developed by the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council
10

(M LA)

in the

UK ,

begins a pilot with 30 public libraries in England. The

> Die Deutsche Bibliothek, the national library and bibliographic

Statistics
NCcilBL: ILL

request

A trend we saw in the previous years has intensified: the total number of requests has
dropped further again. Partly this is due to the decrease in copy requests, whereas the
number of loan requests stays stable. Another movement we see is that more and more
end-users make their requests via Pi Carta, without assistance of library staff. This does
not completely make up for the decline in I LL requests though.
'1BL' covers the ILL requests issued by library staff. 'osN' and 'PiCarta' cover the ILL
requests issued via the web interface for end-users.

information centre for the Federal Republic of Germany, migrates
to

LBS4, a new, state-of-the-art local library system from 0CLC PICA.

LBS4 offers powerful new functionality and productivity features to
help libraries manage their operations more effectively. (photo 4)

> 0CLC PICA develops a new meta search engine for the Virtual
Library of Anglo American Culture using iPort software.

> Universitatsbibliothek Frankfurt am Main, Hamburger Bibliotheken
Konsortium and University of Braunschweig are the first libraries in
Germany to purchase eBooks from Netlibrary.
> HAN, ' Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen ', is the first school
11

photo 4, Die Deutsche Bibliothek in Frankfurt am Main .

for higher education to host LSB4, 0CLC PICA's new local library
system, at the Leiden information technology centre. The new implementation integrates six HAN University library locations and enables
0CLC PICA staff to perform functional, technical and operational
support. (photo 5)

> The Online Public Access Catalogues for Fontys Hogeschool
and the Peace Palace are migrated

to

LBS4, 0CLC PICA's new local

library system.
> A new ve rsion of PiCarta debuts, 0CLC PICA's integrated, multi-

material search, request and altering facility that offers access to
online resources and electronic documents . Highlights of the new
11

photo 5, HAN Gymnasion, housing the library.

version include additional sorting and scoping options of result sets
using language, supplier or material code, which help searchers
narrow their retrievals.

> After a six month trial, the Krantenbank newspaper archives are
available

to

schools in the Netherlands. Updated daily, Krantenbank

provides articles from six national newspapers in the Netherlands
from 1991.
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> OCLC PICA begins offering online ordering of its services using

> Partnering with Ti Iburg University and the University ofTwente,

PDF forms from the OCLC PICA Web site.

OCLC PICA works to make the iPort, LSB4 and CBS library systems
compatible with A-Select, a software package that manages authenti-

> By selling tickets for a New Year lottery, OCLC PICA raises

cation and password sign-on processes.The goal of the project is to

1,902 Euros for the Prince Willem-Alexander Child and Youth

give users access to library resources, both local and licensed, with

Center of the Leiden University Medical Center.

a single sign-on procedure.

> Trondheim University, Oslo University, the University of Bergen

> OCLC PICA is number 393 on The Europe 500, a listing of high-

and the Norwegian University of Science and Technology jointly

growth, job-creating companies published by Europe 's Entrepreneurs

purchase Netlibrary eBooks and load the MARC records into

for Growth, a not-for-profit association that advocates growth and

BIBSYS, the shared library system for Norwegian libraries.

entrepreneurship in Europe.

> Helsinki University, the National Library of Finland and OCLC PICA

> Tilburg University and OCLC PICA launch a new programme to

begin testing FRBR, a new bibliographic model, in the FENN ICA (Finnish

develop the next generation of iPort, OCLC PICA's Web-based service

National Bibliography) and VIOLA (Finnish National Discography)

that provides access to multiple data sources.

databases. In their tests , the three organisations are using an algorithm developed by OCLC Research that converts bibliographic
databases to the FRBR model. FRBR, the Functional Requirements
for Bibliographic Records , has the potential to improve cataloguing,
discovery and delivery by bringing versions of works together, showing relationships of various kinds , and enabling users to navigate to
their level of interest.

> Twenty-five libraries from the Consortium of Icelandic Libraries
become OCLC PICA members.The Consortium, led by the National
and University Library of Iceland, supports and maintains Gegnir, the
union catalogue for Icelandic libraries.

> OCLC PICA holds digital collection and preservation workshops
in London, Bristol, Manchester and Glasgow to introduce new digital
library services in scanning, digitising, collection management and
archiving.
12

Statistics
NCC/IBL: ILL

Percentage requests fulfilled

The percentage of fulfilled Dutch ILL requests for loans remains stable, but the declining trend
of fulfilled ILL requests for copies continues . By far the most frequently registered reason why
loan requests cannot be fulfilled is that the requested item is already on loan.
On average, a loan ILL request is referred to the next possible fulfilling library 1.5 times.

A copy ILL request is referred 1. 1 times. The UKB does not only enter the most Dutch ILL
requests, it also fulfils the most.
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FEATURE SECTION
OCLC PICA FORMS STRATEGIC ADVISORY BOARD

Management and ITC, the SAB discussed our planning and budget
processes and prepared for the October Members Council meeting

In 2004, OCLC PICA established a Strategic Advisory Board (SAB) to

at OCLC Dublin.The group agreed that the increased communication

provide the OCLC PICA General Management Team with ongoing

was very beneficial in fine tun ing OCLC PICA's planning and increasing

advice and counsel on key issues and trends facing the European

communication with the customer base and with OCLC.

library community.
The SAB is planned to meet twice during 2005 . Since Chris Bailey will
Composed of librarians from the Netherlands, Germany and the

complete her term as Members Council delegate in May 2005 she

Un ited Kingdom , the Board creates a formal link between OCLC PICA

will be succeeded by the new delegate(s).

and its customers that will help shape and influence our strategic
planning process and product development efforts. Initial members
of the SAB, which met once in 2004, were: Chris Bailey, Director of

LBS CUSTOMER DAY WELL RECEIVED

Library Services, Un iversity of Glasgow; Berndt Dugall, Director and
Librarian of the Stadt- und Universitatsbibliothek, Frankfurt am Main;

OCLC PICA values meeting its customers.Therefore you are likely

and Alex Klugkist, Chief Librarian, University Library Groningen .

to see us at conferences, exhibitions and seminars. Besides being at
events organized by other parties, OCLC PICA has set up va rious cus -

In establishing the SAB, we were mindful of existing relationships we

tomer events and meetings in the past.

have with our partners, distributors and OCLC, as well as the role
of OCLC PICA delegates to OCLC Members Council. As a result, we

This year, for the first time a customer day was organized for all

invited the OCLC PICA Members Council delegates to form the initial

Dutch LBS users. The objective of the day was to inform the custom-

SAB and to work with us to further develop and define the role and

ers on past and future developments and facilitate a discussion on

purpose of this important new advisory body.This was also envisaged

functionality and customer wishes. From the large number of people

to help strengthen the commun ication between us and OCLC wh ile

that registered, we can conclude that there is an interest among our

helping the OCLC PICA Members Council delegates be better aware

LBS-customers in meeting us in this new forum .

of our developments and issues and, as a consequence, be able to
better represent us at OCLC Members Council. An additional factor

A variety of speakers were invited for the morning session . Managing

in making this decision was the fact that the existing delegates came

Director Rein van Charldorp welcomed all attendees and emphasized

from three of OCLC PICA's core customer countries - Netherlands,

in his opening speech that OCLC PICA is very committed to develop-

Germany and United Kingdom - thus providing additional dialogue

ing and enhancing LBS.Theo Doreleijers, Senior Product Manager,

with three key but in several respects very different European library

gave a brief overview of the past and future developments and plans

communities and customer groups.

for LBS, as well as of the new organisational structure of OCLC PICA.
The University of Groningen, one of the pilot libraries for LBS4,

14

The SAB met for the first time with OCLC PICA General Management

shared its implementation experiences and Anneke Huisman of OCLC

Team in October 2004. Following presentations from Sales, Product

PICA concluded with an update of the migration to LBS4 in general.

Statistics
Ncc/1aL: Process time

The process time of ILL requests is more or less stabilizing. After years of a growing
share for requests being handled within two days, in 2004 this category shows a small
decline. The decreasing trend for the share of requests taking more than IO days does
still continue though.

During lunch, the attendees had the opportunity to meet
staff from various departments. MediaPlaza, an

ICT

OCLC PICA

OCLC PICA TAKES UNICODE TO A HIGHER LEVEL

knowledge centre

and the location for our customer day, took the attendees on a tour

Basically, computers 'think' in numbers. Letters and other characters

of their high-tech centre and gave a short presentation on

are identified by the number that is assigned to each of them. Of

RFID,

an

emerging technology for library circulation systems.

course this resulted in hundreds of different encoding systems. But

During the afternoon programme, we aimed at meeting more directly

one single language . Also, all the different encoding systems conflict

and interactively with the attendees. The attendees were asked to

with one another: two encodings can use the same number for two

no single encoding could contain enough characters, not even for

choose an afternoon session, dealing with a certain area of

different characters, or use different numbers for the same character.

LBS .

Specialists on that specific area discussed current and future issues

Computers (especially servers) need to support many different

and answered questions. The customers present were eager to hear

encodings, but the data always runs the risk of corruption when it

about the added functionality. The goal of the afternoon was reached,

is passed between different encodings o r platforms.

as a lot of questions and remarks came on the table and the attendees
were able to express their concerns and wishes. The input given was

Unicode provides a unique number for every character, no matter

very useful in drawing a clear picture of the demands and expectations

what the platform, no matter what the program, no matter what

that libraries have with respect to the

the language. Many industry leaders adopted the Unicode standard.

LBS .

It is also required by other modern standards and is the official way
A short survey showed that the customers were very satisfied with

to implement 1so/1EC I0646. Many operating systems, all modern

the intention and the set-up of this customer day. A majority indicated

browsers and many other products support it.The emergence of the

that they want

Unicode standard, and the availability of tools supporting it, is one of

OCLC PICA

to organise more of these events in the

future . Especially the afternoon programme was highly valued.We

the most significant recent global software technology trends.

learned that communications and having the opportunity to take part
in the discussion on future developments is of great importance to the
libraries. For the future , we intend using this input in improving the
LBS

in particular and our product portfolio as a whole. In the mean-

time we will continue meeting our customers in this and other ways.

When applied to library software, Unicode function ality is especially
important to users that enter and process non-Western scripts , such
as Russian , Chinese.Japanese, Korean, Arabic and more. Unicode
offers many possibilities to users that work with publications or text
containing non-regular diacritics, formulas or partly non-Western
words in titles.
OCLC PICA

started working on Unicode compliance soon after it

realised its customers would need it. An international user group was
formed, to see what requirements would be sec for entering records .
< The (,rst
LBS

This proved very useful , fo r example, to learn how the bibliographic

OCLC PICA

customer day.
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developed Unicode in four steps.
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After presentation, index and data format, it is now time for the final

an accent is added to the search, this exact string is used .Thus,

step: data input.

a search on 'eleve' does not result in 'eleve'.

Data export and import

Special provision has been made for the German umlaut. Although the

Most 'Unicode compliant' systems are just about data export in

character is currently not supported in Unicode as a special character,

Unicode. Unlike those systems, in addition to data export, OCLC PICA

OCLC PICA decided to align with an expected extension of the Unicode

also offers Unicode data input, online as well as offline. By incor-

standard and store the German umlaut as a separate character in the

porating Unicode into WinlBW, OCLC PICA enables multi-scripting

database.

cataloguing facilities within its bibliographic tool.This way, libraries
can enter different scripts with one editor, instead of having to toggle

And so, with the input from our users and by not just doing what oth-

between editors. For optimal flexibility, when configurating CBS, one

ers do, OCLC PICA takes Unicode to a higher level. Because that is how

can set Unicode on and off for both input and output separately.

our customers are served best.

Since the introduction of version 2. 1 of its CBS in November 2004,
OCLC PICA stores all records - that means both bibliographic and
thesaurus records - in the GGC (Dutch union catalogue) in Unicode.
OCLC PICA employs

UTF-8

for storing, the de facto standard for
Tao••- -~,,.-·, •I'.-

Unicode.
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The first Unicode implementation is for OCLC PICA's French cus-

,..

,

,_,

......,.,,,.. _ _ 11, _ _ - - - ..,... .. ,.,._,NI I• M- - - -

,.

tomer ABES. They have also been the first to ask for it and have been
very supportive in the development project. Not soon after ABES, the

•

.

•

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ , ..... .-.,c _ _ _ _ ,

Dutch GGC and NLA's and Bzs's CBS are added .
That indexes can now be made in Unicode does not mean that all
diacritics , accents or formulas are now indexed. Per database and

•

per index it is possible to decide which characters will be indexed in
what way (full Unicode or still based on the former and more limited
Pica character set) .
This way it is possible to make separate indexes for 'eleve' and 'eleve'
and for 'the' and 'the'. It is not necessary to do so, though .When
searching without accents , all index entries are found . So a search
16

on 'eleve' results in 'eleve' as well as 'eleve' and 'eleve'. As soon as

I\

In addition to data export, OCLC
input, online as well as offline.

PICA

also offers Unicode data

Statistics
Endusers Searches

Although Krantenbank enduser searches have decreased, due to the strong growth of
PiCarta and to a lesser extent of the OBN, the total number of enduser searches shows
a rise of almost 30 percent.

0

OBN

Pi Carta

Krantenbank Total

2004

4,347,196

5,989 , 802

563 , 262

10,900,260

2003

3 , 849,097

3,835 , 777

79 4, 798

8,479,672

2002

3,161,677

2,975,578

455 , 923

6,593,178
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OCLC PICA AND ITS PARTNERS
Working together with partners is one of the ways that we have

In the spring of 2004, BSZ accepted OCLC PICA's offer for the imple-

brought OCLC PICA to the current professional, international and

mentation of a Central Library System (CBS) for on line cataloguing

innovational level. This collaboration requires a team effort from

and end-user access. In June, a kick-off meeting was held. From the

people with all kinds of different backgrounds. And although many

beginning it was clear that these are not two teams at two sides of

things have changed over the years, in essence this teamwork

the table but one team with one goal: to get BSZ a perfect solution -

models the relationship between the Koninklijke Bibliotheek

functionally, qualitatively and timely. Such an ambitious project is only

(National Library of the Netherlands) and our organisation, our

possible because BSZ becomes a partner rather than a customer. This

first partnership and the basis of our existence. Actually one could

means that, next to OCLC PICA's committed staff, the ssz staff itself

see that as the blueprint for all our other alliances.

puts a lot of thought and work into the project. In return , ssz gets
a solution that fits its needs so much better than a purely consulted

Like that first valuable cooperation, many have been formed since.

solution ever could, regardless of the consulting party's qualities. The

A good example is how the Central Library System in the Bibliotheks-

partnership also means that BSZ staff participates in the regular part-

service-Zentrum Baden-Wi.irttemberg (ssz) in Konstanz, Germany, is

nership meetings and contributes to OCLC PICA's future plans and

becoming operational.

new activities in Germany.

BSZ is a state institution providing service for libraries, museums, and

The cooperation possibilities were part of the reason why ssz opted

archives. Since 1983, ssz has successfully developed and maintained

for CBS. 'The fact that OCLC PICA already has implemented three

the union catalogue in cooperation with 1,200 libraries in south-

library systems in Germany and thus has quite some knowledge of

western Germany (Baden-Wi.irttemberg, Pfalz, Saarland and Sachsen)

and experience with the German library community of course played

- the Si.idwestdeutschen Bibliotheksverbund (swB). In addition, ssz

an important role in our decision ,' says Dr. Marion Mallmann-Biehler,

also offers local systems to its participants in libraries and museums,

director of BSZ. 'Moreover, we are convinced that by choosing OCLC

and manages the Digital Library. Currently, the database contains

PICA's CBS we have selected a flexible library system that will enable

about I 0.5 million title records with 31 million hold ing records.

us to cooperate not only nationally but also internationally, which will
become increasingly important in the years to come.'
During the preparation phase of the project, four OCLC PICA staff
were involved in installation of a new OPAC for BSZ. By adding the
more or less standard and very fast PSI (Pica Search & Index) soft-

< BSZ chief librarian Mrs .
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Marion Mallmann-Biehler
and Rein van Charldorp
sign the agreement for
delivery of a Central Library
System.

ware to the existing southwest German central system, they bring
it up-to-date .Thanks to modern data communications technology,
the OCLC PICA staff perform most of this work remotely from the
Leiden office and early in September, the new OPAC becomes
available to the end-users.

Statistics
Krantenbank 2003/2004

The graphs show that the use of the Dutch Krantenbank, a newspaper database consisting
of the archives of six major Dutch newspapers, has decreased in 2004. This is due to the fact
that the schools for higher education and universities no longer used the Krantenbank. The
success of the pilot with secondary schools has led to a continuation of the offering. At the
end of 2004, 130 schools were using the Krantenbank.The usage numbers of these schools
are included in the statistics.
The curve shows a trend that could be expected: there is a downfall of searches during the
summer holiday and a significant peak at the beginning of the school year.
Also the number of full text retrieval reaches its maximum after summer break.The number
of full text retrievals per search shows a growth over the years, which can be explained by
the increasing availability of electronic documents.
These trends can also be distinguished for the Consumentengids and Keesings Historisch
Archief (no graphs displayed).The latter two databases are hosted by OCLC PICA and made
available to all Dutch public libraries.

Then it is time for the main part of the project, of which five stages

Yet, somehow it is relatively silent. When we ask if maybe something

are left: specification, training, development, implementation and mon-

is wrong, it turns out that the silence is because practically everything

itoring.Very intensive months follow from August through December,

is in order: the comprehensive specification work earlier clearly pays

during which ten to fifteen

off now, most possible questions and bumps in the road simply do

BSZ

specialists work very hard to get the

system specifications on paper up to the smallest detail.We give our

not come up. Nevertheless, during the monthly project meetings, the

input as well and consult on many topics. And interestingly enough,

OCLC PICA

not only

he returns to the office with a list of items to investigate and follow

BSZ

and

OCLC PICA

the other German
verbund,

HEBIS

work together on this project. Also

OCLC PICA

partners Gemeinsamer Bibliotheks-

up on. Although the set-up that

and Die Deutsche Bibliothek contribute with their

knowledge, experience and materials - at the request of

BSZ, so

project manager still gets a variety of queries and usually

earlier

that

CBS

tables enables

they can benefit from work done earlier and operate towards a uni-

BSZ

opted for is based on the way

systems have been tailored, the use of Format Conversion
BSZ

to make choices that render its system unique and

give it desirable features the other

OCLC PICA

partners do not have.

form structure. At the same time, we work hard on producing the
necessary software for the additional functional requests that result

Meanwhile, at

from the

stages of the additional functional requests. As a full partner,

BSZ

specifications. The extensive cooperation and thorough

OCLC PICA

we have finished the initial development

a role in the development of these functionalities as well because

the smooth proceeding of the project.

now starts testing them. These new additions are not just for

Another fundamental stage in the project is the training, which starts

from them, just as well as

in October 2004 and runs until May 2005. Some ten different

that were asked for by the other partners, for example

also the other partners using
OCLC

BSZ

CBS

plays

BSZ

execution of this specification stage will later prove instrumental to

BSZ

BSZ:

will at some point in time benefit

benefits from additional functionalities
NLA.

experts give a range of 1-5 day training sessions to the group

PICA

of about 15

BSZ

professionals, who are format specialists, system

Another aspect of the partnership is the cascading training arrange-

managers, programmers, etc.Whenever possible, German is spoken

ment. After the knowledge transfer from

- although the training materials are in English. The

staff will train the system specialists of the libraries they serve, who

CBS

system itself

to

OCLC PICA

BSZ,

the

BSZ

has no problems with different languages, since it is multilingual

in their turn will train the library professionals who will be working

(English, German, French and Dutch).

with this

CBS

on a daily basis. Some of the instruction of

performed by one of the other German
Three elements are now brought together - the specifications, the

OCLC PICA

BSZ

was

partners, G BV.

This marks the fruitful teamwork that partnerships can lead to.

knowledge and the system modules themselves - for developing the
CBS

as

BSZ

needs it to serve its clients.This development work is

mostly done parallel to the training. Basically the

BSZ

Although the final project stages of implementation and monitoring

specialists set

have not even started yet, already the

BSZ

management has shown it

up the system, define the catalogue format and configure it, by using

is pleased with this type of partnership cooperation. Not just the syn-

the three elements just mentioned. In this stage we would expect

ergy effects, but also the possibilities to be ready for future collabora-

a lot of contact between

tion developments are important results that all parties benefit from.

BSZ

answer questions that the

and

BSZ

OCLC PICA,

during which we can

staff comes across.
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v The National Library of Australia.

Volker Conradt, Deputy Manager of BSZ, recently talked about that
working relationship: 'The communication and cooperation with
OCLC PICA are extraordinarily good. I have worked in commercial
software companies for many years, so I know a lot about complex
tasks like the migration of our SWB to CBS. All my colleagues are
really satisfied about the atmosphere of trust in the cooperation with
the staff of OCLC PICA.'
Meanwhile, in September 2004 another new partnership is formed:
between OCLC PICA and the National Library of Australia (NLA) .
OCLC PICA's CBS software will be installed as the database maintenance core of the National Library's Kinetica service that supports
the National Union Catalogue of approximately 1,000 libraries,
including all of Australia's major libraries.
Planning the implementation of software on the other side of the
world at first seems daunting.The time differences are between 8 and
IO hours, the seasons are opposite and it takes more than a day in air
travel. OCLC PICA wishes this relationship to be not one of provider
and client but of partner and partner. In the partner role , NLA takes
responsibility for the running of the system, the data migration and
quality, the parameterisation, hardware and systems installation and
support, testing, and first line support to participating libraries. OCLC
PICA takes responsibility for the software and its performance, training, provision of advice on configuration and interfacing, the process
of determining development priorities, and back-up support. 24 hour
emergency support will be available via OCLC's help desk and around
the clock operations room . Being a partner, NLA shares development
plans and discusses them in concert with OCLC PICA's other CBS
partners GBV, Hebis, DDB and BSZ.
'The National Library of Australia is a very important strategic
partner for OCLC PICA', says Rein van Charldorp, Managing Director
of OCLC PICA. 'The library takes an active role in a broad range of
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Statistics
PiCarta

In general, the statistics show that the use of PiCarta in 2004 has immensely increased with
more than 50% compared to the use in 2003 .There is an average number of 3.7 searches
per session.
The curve in the graph shows a downfall of searches during the summer holiday and
a significant peak at the beginning of the school year (September/October/November).
2004

Total Searches:

5,989,802

200 3

Total Searches:

3,835,777

2002

Total Searches:

2,975,578

leading initiatives, including persistent identifiers, web archiving, stand-

standard as a complement to the SRW/SRU search and retrieve

ards development and federated discovery services and as such will

standard.

provide very valuable insights into the development strategies of both
OCLC PICA and the OCLC corporation.'

'Putting faces behind the e-mail signatures is also important', adds
Janifer.That is why OCLC PICA sent its 2004 Christmas 'card' to

As a partner, the National Library will also have access to CBS source

Australia in the form of a PowerPoint presentation with a photo-

code to enable it to develop interfaces with other components of

graph of all staff members involved in the implementation project

the Kinetica service.The new developments facilitate interfacing

and a description of their role.

NLA's programs with CBS via standards, particularly LDAP, XML, SRU
and MARC.

The timetable for the implementation of the CBS software into the

'A strong element of trust underlies the relationship between the

the Equator. Both partners are deeply aware of the importance of

Kinetica service is very tight, with heavy duties on both sides of
two organisations', says Janifer Gatenby, the project manager for the

respecting the mutually agreed timetable and so far, halfway through,

15 month implementation project. 'The National Library understands

the project is on time.

how important it is that we not only develop the software but that
we use it ourselves for the NCciGGC 'national union catalogue of the

'The National Library of Australia is delighted to have established

Netherlands' that is similar in size to the Australian national union

this relationship with OCLC PICA,' says Warwick Cathro,Assistant

catalogue. This was first base in establishing rapport that commenced

Director-General (Innovation) at the NLA.'The Library is greatly

with a two month contract negotiation period, continued with a

reassured by the strengths of the CBS software, and by the fact that

three month specification period where the specifications were

we ourselves and OCLC PICA are both in the union catalogue busi-

jointly reviewed and approved and now continues with at least fort-

ness. We look forward to providing the benefits of the software to

nightly phone calls and daily e-mails.'

our own customer libraries, and to participating in forums with other
CBS partners about the future development of the software'.

The communication is further enriched with an up-to-date, dedicated
Web page for the project and an e-mail discussion list. Communications are being updated with trials of Internet telephony (Skype) and
inexpensive Web cam technology. Both organisations are using the
project management method Prince2 and the NLA is represented
on the board of OCLC PICA's implementation project.Janifer is no
stranger to the National Library of Australia: as an Australian librarian
practising in Europe since 1993, she represents Australia on ISO and
is a member of Standards Australia's IT/ 19 committee, which includes
members of the NLA.With NLA's Judith Pearce, she edited the Union
Catalogue Profile over Z39.50 and they are currently updating this
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FINANCIAL REPORT

- REVENUES

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Professional Solutions

3,046,420

2,752,260

2,661 ,338

2,833,554

3,046,290

7,235,526

7,012,856

Library User Services

1,346,266

I , 115,331

1,933 ,066

2,255,865

2,444,549

6,342,915

6,238,789

Library Management

2,498,649

2,708,629

2,844,959

3,226,550

3,656,241

3,475,999

4,210,453

6,891,335

6,576,220

7,439,363

8,315,969

9, 147,080

17,054,440

17,462,098

Systems
TOTAL REVENUES€
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Netherlands

7,961 ,985

46%

United Kingdom

3,990,044

23%

Germ any

2,362,320

14%

France

761 ,969

4%

Other

2,385,780

14%

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cataloguing

5,362,160

31%

Searching

4,719,722

27%

Central Library System (cBs)

1,852,443

11 %

Local Library System (LBS)

1,805,412

I 0%

1,431,017

8%

552,597

3%

1,519,067

9%

219,680

I%

- - - - - - - - - - - - Inter Library Loan (ILL)
Portal System
Other Services
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Other Solutions
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Statistics
OCLC

WorldCat Cataloguing

The number of items catalogued in WorldCat by libraries in Europe*, Middle East and
Southern Africa has been reasonably stable over the past few years. The region contributes
about 28% of the items in WorldCat, which grows at a pace of one record per IO seconds.
* excluding those via

GGC

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
0CLC PICA offers leading edge products and services for both library

WinlBW > Library professionals use this 0CLC PICA-produced

professionals and library end-users. Products are developed following

software to interact with CBS and LBS systems.

extensive market research and consultation with libraries and are designed for libraries of all sizes and types. Our PICA products are pro-

Connexion > Available with both Web browser and Windows-based

duced in Leiden; all 0CLC products are produced by 0CLC in America.

client interfaces, Connexion is 0CLC's flagship cataloguing service,
providing a powerful, flexible suite of tools for creating and editing of
bibliographic and authority records.With built-in access to World-

LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Cat, Connexion integrates a library's cataloguing with 0CLC shared
cataloguing services.

Central Library System (cas) > This 0CLC PICA system provides
the infrastructure for creating and managing union catalogues as

CatExpress > CatExpress is a Web-based tool with an easy-to-learn

well as the tools for online cataloguing and regional interlibrary loan.

interface suitable for cataloguing lower volumes of materials or for

The system is currently operational in the Netherlands, Germany

cataloguers with less experience.

and France.
Z39.50 Cataloguing service > This service enables libraries to
Local Library System (LBS) > LBS is 0CLC PICA's state-of-the-art

search and retrieve MARC records from WorldCat using a Z39.50

integrated system for local library management: from cataloguing to

compliant local system.

ordering, from request to return, all in one system.
Dewey Services > Dewey Decimal Classification (ooc) is a general
knowledge organisation tool and the world's most widely used library
METADATA MANAGEMENT

classification system. Now in its 22nd edition, the ooc is available in
both print and electronic formats.The electronic version ,WebDewey,

GGC: OCLC PICA

Shared Cataloguing System > More than 200

libraries and documentation centres in the Netherlands use the GGC

enhances the print updates with online delivery that is updated
continuously.

every day to catalogue their collections. Thanks to the central database, a publication need be catalogued only once and is subsequently

Custom Cataloguing > Libraries may contract with ocLc's experi-

available for general use . The database contains over 20 million

enced cataloguing professionals for customised, expert solutions to

unique records .

their most difficult cataloguing challenges. The comprehensive services

ocLc Cataloguing & Metadata Services > These include a broad

and bibliographic record enhancement for several languages and a

range of services centred on the 0CLC WorldCat union catalogue

variety of formats , including maps , serials, manuscripts, and music.

include retrospective conversion, reclassification , authority control

and bibliographic database of 60 million records, created and maintained collectively by more than 9,000 member institutions around
the world.
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Bibliographic Record Notification > The OCLC Bibliographic

NCCIIBL, books, periodicals and articles in the collections of more

Record Notification service eases cataloguing maintenance by auto-

than 400 Dutch libraries can be found . It is also possible to enter

matically delivering upgraded OCLC-MARC records to the library.

and process photocopy and loan requests in chis system.Via PiCarta,
end-users also can use chis facility.

PromptCat service > The OCLC PromptCat service further
automates copy cataloguing by automatically providing OCLC-MARC

LinkuK > LinkuK provides a Web-based ILL request and management

records and setting holdings for titles ordered through participating

system that offers best value solutions for extending a library's reach .

material vendors.

Today, 78 libraries throughout London and the South East, the West

WorldCat Collection Sets > These comprise pre-packaged sets

and international borrowing and lending. Over 120,000 requests are

of MARC records for special sets of electronic, microform and non-

carried out on the LinkuK system each year.

Midlands and South Wales, rely on LinkuK to manage local, regional

microform resources, purchased from vendors.
OCLC

WorldCat Collection Analysis > This new tool lets libraries and

Interlibrary Loan

(ILL)

service > Using holdings attached to

bibliographic records in WorldCac, the OCLC ILL service expands the

library groups analyze their collection and compare it to others

reach of a library by enabling it to borrow and lend library materials

without requiring extensive staff time or financial resources. It helps

through OCLC's electronic network of almost 7,000 libraries.

them get precise data that reveals their strengths, gaps and over-

Direct Request service > The OCLC ILL Direct Request

laps in subject-matter coverage so they can make the most of their

OCLC ILL

acquisitions budget.

service allows end-users to enter interlibrary loan requests into the

Batch Processing > Batch processing provides a variety of offline

accepts ISO- IO 161 ILL Requests and sends them to the OCLC ILL

options to add , update or cancel large numbers of records or hold-

service for fulfilment.

OCLC ILL service from an ISO-compliant ILL network.The service

ings, locally and in WorldCac.
OCLC
CILLA

> The Co-operative of lndic Language Library Authorities

(CILLA) is an OCLC PICA subscription service chat helps libraries

Union List > The OCLC Union List service multiplies re-

sources and lowers borrowing coses by providing access to CONSER
bibliographic records, the National Serials Data program, the U.S.

meet the needs of their lndic Communities by providing an acquisi-

Newspaper Program, 220 union list groups, and WorldCac, which

tions and cataloguing service for lndic Language materials. Languages

contains over 8.9 million Local Data Records .

covered are Bengali from Bangladesh and India, Gujarati, Hindi, Punjabi, Tamil from India & Sri Lanka and Urdu from India and Pakistan.

OCLC ILL

Reports > OCLC ILL Reports offer details of the ILL

activity of a library that in turn can be used co analyse the library's
workflow or borrowing and lending patterns.
INTER LIBRARY LOAN

OCLC PICA

Interlibrary Loan System

NCc/lBL

> The Dutch Inter-

library Loan system based on the Dutch National Catalogue NCC
26

and Online Contents OLC is a service for professional use.Through

Statistics
OCLC

WorldCat Searches

The number of searches carried out in WorldCat by library users in Europe*, Middle East
and Southern Africa is steadily growing.
* excluding those via GGC

END-USER SERVICES

Netlibrary > A division of OCLC, Netlibrary is the world's leading

provider of eBooks, offering libraries a comprehensive collection of
OCLC PICA offers direct, end-user access to a number of services of
which iPort, PiCarta and FirstSearch are the most important.

more than 86,000 titles of research , reference and popular reading
materials online. Over 800 audio books were recently added to the
collection, and future plans call for adding ejournals, on line databases,

iPort > iPort is OCLC PICA's Web-based portal service that provides

and special content collections to provide libraries with a single point

access to multiple resources, both local and remote . It offers a power-

of access to eContent.

ful and refined discovery and delivery tool.
QuestionPoint > Jointly developed by OCLC and the US Library
PiCarta > OCLC PICA's PiCarta is an integrated, multimaterial end-

of Congress, QuestionPoint is a unique virtual reference service

user friendly search , request and alerting facility for Dutch users.

which harnesses the power of Internet technologies to enable library

Via OCLC PICA's search engine PSI it offers access to a rich range of

users to submit questions and receive answers online from library

information, e.g. bibliographic descriptions, abstracts, full-texts, online

staff and specialists. Cooperation and collaboration are the keys to

resources and electronic documents. The user who opts for Pi Carta

QuestionPoint's power and success.Through QuestionPoint, librar-

can browse several databases at the same time by entering one search.

ies may form or join regional, national and international reference
networks , allowing each membe r to extend its reference service to

OBN

> The Open Library Network OBN connects national and

include subject specialists around the world.

local library systems in the Netherlands and integrates existing
systems, networks and processes. OBN offers services such as
browsing library catalogues and other databases separately and

HOSTING SERVICES

document del ivery to the user's desktop.
OCLC PICA offers hosting services of which De Krantenbank,
Publiekwijzer > Publiekwijzer is tailored to the needs of the Dutch

Consumentengids and Keesings Historisch Archief are specifically

public library audience. Using Publiekwijzer, end-users can browse

designed for end-users of the Dutch public libraries. These data-

databases separately or use the integrated PiCarta user interface.

bases are offered via Publiekwijzer.

ocLc FirstSearch service > FirstSearch gives library users seamless

De Krantenbank > De Krantenbank contains articles published

electronic access to a rich collection of reference databases, with

in major Dutch newspapers, such as NRC Handelsblad,Algemeen

links to over IO million full-text articles and external information

Dagblad, de Yolkskrant,Trouw, Het Parool and De Telegraaf. De

resources. Display of local library holdings and links to local cata-

Krantenbank has an archive that goes back to 1991 and is updated

logues mean that users can easily identify items in their own library's

daily. Each night, the articles from that day's papers are added to the

collection.

database.

OCLC

Electronic Collections Online > This powerful electron ic

journals service offers Web access to a growing collection of more

Consumentengids > The Consumentengids database contains full-

text articles from 1998 up to the latest issue. The Consumentenbond

than 5,000 titles, from over 70 publishers of academic and profes-

is especially known for its reliable, independent tests of products and

sional journals, combined with a robust archiving solution.

services, monthly published in the Consumentengids.

2004

1, 302 ,9 27

20 03

1, 271, 780

20 02

1,1 99 , 83 1
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Keesings Historisch Archief > Keesings H istorisch Archief is a data-

Olive Software/Historic Newspaper Service > Available through

base chat contains full-text data from 1946 and forms a complete

0CLC PICA, Olive Software's AccivePaper Archive software and proc-

reference book about present-day world history. On a monthly basis

esses offer a powerful application for managing digital collections of

new important faces and happenings in all countries over the world

historical newspapers, including indexing and searching. Noc only are
newspaper collections made far more accessible (via the Web), they

are systematically presented.

also are made more meaningful co users seeking co view these newsNRC

Handelsblad > 0CLC PICA looks after and maintains the

papers as they were originally designed. Leading organisations such

accessibility of the Digital Archive of NRC Handelsblad, a major

as the British Library rely on Olive co manage their newspaper assets

Dutch newspaper.The powerful 0CLC PICA search engine provides

for access and sharing by the world.

users with access co the full-text articles of more than twelve

> Whatever materials libraries wish co share, including

volumes of NRC Handelsblad.This Digital Archive is accessible via

CONTENTdm

the NRC website.

images, video, and audio files, chis flexible, multi-function software
package handles it all. Whether it's a collection of 500 or a million

LBS

Hosting > This is a completely managed hosting service of our

LBS at our Information Technology Centre in Leiden.

assets, C0NTENTdm offers an affordable, scalable solution chat grows
with a library's needs. Metadaca for each C0NTENTdm object can
automatically be harvested into WorldCac, providing an easy way to
add digital collections to the world's largest bibliographic database

DIGITAL

& PRESERVATION

RESOURCES

and so offer unparalleled visibility for digital collections .

0CLC PICA Digital & Preservation Resources provide libraries with

Digital Archive > The 0CLC Digital Archive offers a safe, reliable,

the flexibility to preserve and manage digital collections via micro-

standards-based, long-term solution for the life cycle management of

filming, digitising, collection management tools and archiving services.

digital collections. Capture Web pages and ocher digital-only assets
and maintain them for tomorrow in the Digital Archive .You choose

Preservation Service Centres > In our Preservation Service

how information is harvested and how users find it.

Centres in The Hague, the Netherlands, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania and
Lacey, Washington , experienced technicians and consultants work

Digital and Preservation Resources Education and Planning

closely with libraries co identify their needs and provide custom micro-

> Comprehensive front-end help: we understand the challenges of

filming, scanning and digital services so chat the libraries can provide

planning for and developing digital collections. From grant-writing

broad access co collections while preserving chem for generations

assistance to technology training, 0CLC is a resource centre designed

co come. Preservation Service Centres digitise newspapers, books,

around libraries' needs.

manuscripts, photographic formats and more and provide high quality
preservation microfilming and storage. The Centres enrich a library's
digital collections by adding metadata and full-text search capabilities
28

so collections are fully retrievable , not just identifiable.
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